Tara's Personal Cleaning Is Offering a Free House Cleaning!
Seniors impacted by Hurricane Sandy requiring assistance can get the help they need.

SUFFOLK COUNTY NEW YORK, Nov. 11, 2012 –
Tara's Personal Cleaning, a Long Island cleaning company is now offering its customers an
opportunity to get cleaned up after the devastation of hurricane Sandy. The offer will be
extended to two clients a day until Thanksgiving 2012.
Tara's Personal Cleaning is concerned about the residents of Long Island after seeing the wide
spread damage that the storm caused and wants to take this opportunity to give back to the
community that has made the company so successful in 2012. "We've reached out to so many
websites and organizations but they all seem to be in New Jersey, or no one returns my
messages," said Tara Tyler, Chief Executive Officer of Tara's Personal Cleaning. "I just can't
sit back and watch these folks struggle through this alone. Some of our neighboring towns
have been without power for two weeks now. I've seen houses with all of the furniture out at
the curb. We went through Bay Shore last week and some of the homes were still pumping
water out of the basements. It's time somebody steps up to the plate and helps these people
clean up and get back to their norm."
With Thanksgiving rapidly approaching, the green cleaning company refuses to sit back and
watch these Long Islanders wait for help or attempt to labor through this unassisted. They are
asking customers in need to send contact information to the Email address listed below. A
paragraph or two explaining why they should be chosen for the free cleanings is enough to
make their selections. "We'd love to help all of our local residents through this, but the
respondents will be carefully selected based upon need" said Gary Gucciardo, COO, Tara's
Personal Cleaning "We're going to do the best we can to help out as many families as possible
but the reality is we can only do so much in a day"
Send your free house cleaning requests to:
taraspersonalcleaning@gmail.com
or call 516-297-0932
Qualified applicants will be over the age of 65
Will have had significant damage to their home
Live in Nassau or Suffolk County
Have a substantial need for our service

About Tara's Personal Cleaning
Green home cleaning done with a personal touch by a Long Island company. We clean your
home as if it were our own.
Contact:
Tara Tyler
Tara's Personal Cleaning
Phone: 516-297-0932
taraspersonalcleaning@gmail.com
http://www.taraspersonalcleaning.com

